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Neural Ordinary Differential Equation (NODE)

Neural Controlled Differential Equation (NCDE)

Hidden state: z

Path: X
Hidden state:z





zt = z0 + ∫
t

0
fθ(zs)dsNODE:

NCDE: zt = z0 + ∫
t

0
fθ(zs)dXs

= z0 + ∫
t

0
fθ (zs) X′ (s)ds

}
Parameterized function

}
Control Path



𝒜( f )(t) = ∫ a(t, s)f(s)ds

ut = ∫
t

0
aθ(t, s)v(s)ds

zt − z0

Integral transform:

NCDE as integral transform:

}
Kernel

} }
(hθ(zs))T × X′ (s)

Derivative of the control path

}
Parameterized transform

}



ut = ∫
t

0
aθ(t, s)v(s)ds

O(T2)

TSequence Length:

Complexity:

Discretize

Prohibitive for long sequences!}
u = Av} } }
T × 1 T × T T × 1



Multi-resolution Analysis

Scaling functions (Father wavelet):

Wavelet functions (Mother wavelet):

ϕl
k(τ) = 2l/2ϕ(2lτ − k)

ψ l
k(τ) = 2l/2ψ(2lτ − k)

Scaling: Translation:l k



αl
km = ∬ ψ l

k(t)a(t, s)ψ l
m(s)dtds

βl
km = ∬ ψ l

k(t)a(t, s)ϕl
m(s)dtds

γl
km = ∬ ϕl

k(t)a(t, s)ψ l
m(s)dtds

Al
km = ∬ ϕl

k(t)a(t, s)ϕl
m(s)dtds

a(t, s)Kernel:

αl

γl

βl

Al



𝒲T Al𝒲 = [αl+1 βl+1

γl+1 Al+1]
Al = 𝒲 [αl+1 βl+1

γl+1 Al+1] 𝒲T

Forward Wavelet Transform:

Inverse Wavelet Transform:

𝒲T

𝒲



|αl
km| + |βl

km| + |γl
km| ≤

CM

1 + |k − m|1+M

|a(t, s)| ≤
1

|t − s|

|∂M
t a(t, s)| + |∂M

s a(t, s)| ≤
C0

|t − s|1+M

Calderon-Zygmund Operator

a(t, s)Kernel:



ul = Alvl = 𝒲([αl+1 βl+1

γl+1 0 ] [dl+1

vl+1] + [ 0
ul+1])

Al vl
Al+1γl+1

αl+1 βl+1

vl+1

dl+1

𝒲T�̂�T

Partially Unshared Convolution (PUC)

Fast Matrix-Vector Product

Recursion!!

γl+1

αl+1 βl+1 dl+1

Al+1 vl+1



Details
Approximation

Details

Approximation

Details
Approximation

Time

Control Path   :v(t)

Response Path   :u(t)

: Forward transform

Decompose

Parameterized 
Integral 

Operator,  𝒜

𝒲T

: Inverse transform𝒲

𝒲T

𝒲T

𝒲T

Time

𝒲
𝒲

𝒲

BCR-DE



Evaluation

How does BCR-DE compare to NCDE and NRDE on standard benchmarks?

Does BCR-DE provide an efficient sequence to sequence model for long sequences?

BCR-DE models coupled differential equations?
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Evaluation

Physiological Measurements (Regression)

Sequence Length: 4000
Dataset: BIDMC32



Evaluation

5-Class Classification

Sequence Length: 17000
Dataset: Eigenworms
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Evaluation

Sequence Length: 4000
Dataset: BIDMC32

Auto-encoding (Medium Length sequence)
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Evaluation

Coupled Differential Equations



Evaluation



Conclusion

BCR-DE to model controlled differential equations via integral transform 
(operator) and Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA)

Efficient strategy to model long but fixed length sequences, by unrolling the 
dynamics

Best when number of levels of decomposition is large leading to small but 
effective coarse representation of the signal.

Efficient way to handle coupled differential equations



https://github.com/sourav-roni/BCR-DE

spal9@wisc.edu
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